
Abstract. Based on the concept that tumor suppressor genes
are involved in the pathogenesis of urinary bladder
carcinogenesis, we analysed the mRNA expression of the
retinoblastoma (Rb) and p16 (CDKN2, INK4A, MTS1) genes
as well as of the proto-oncogene cyclin D-dependent kinase 4
(CDK4) in 71 transitional cell carcinomas (TCC) of the
urinary bladder in relation to the tumor grades and stages, and
with reference to certain lifestyle and occupational risk factors.
Using real-time quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction, high-stage muscle invasive TCC expressed the
Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA at lower levels than low-stage
superficial cancers, indicating down-regulation to be linked
with tumor progression. The drop of the expression in the group
of grade 2 TCC when invading the muscle layer compared to
grade 2 carcinomas with a superficial pattern of growth is
considered to represent a key event in promoting urothelial
carcinogenesis in this subset of carcinomas. The protein
expression of the Rb gene evaluated by immunohistochemistry
proved to be closely related to the tumor grades and stages as
well as to the mRNA expression, high-grade and high-stage
TCC disclosing a lower rate of positive immunoreactivity than
low-grade and low-stage carcinomas. The p16 protein product
was expressed at a lower level in grade 3 than in grade 1 TCC,
but there was no correlation with the tumor stages or the
mRNA expression. TCC with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at
the INK4A region showed a decreased expression of p16
mRNA compared to those without an allelic loss. Tobacco

smoke was not identified to substantially modulate the
Rb/p16/CDK4 pathways, except for a ten-fold elevated mRNA
expression of the p16 gene in TCC of light compared to heavy
smokers. Heavy coffee consumption was associated with a
reduced expression of CDK4 mRNA. Among occupational
exposures, TCC of patients in contact with stone dust, paints
and lacquer, plastics, wood and wood preservers and chemical
solvents and adhesives displayed altered partly elevated, partly
reduced levels of Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA compared to non-
exposed subjects. Although the underlying molecular-genetic
pathways are not yet fully understood, the current results
suggest functional reduction of the tumor suppressor genes Rb
and p16 to be associated with progression of bladder cancer to
a more malignant and aggressive behaviour.

Tumor suppressor genes are assumed to be implicated in the

pathogenesis of carcinomas of the urinary bladder (for review

of the literature see 1-3). To gain more insights into possible

pathways of suppressor genes during early and late phases of

urothelial carcinogenesis, it was the purpose of the current

molecular-genetic study to comparatively analyse the mRNA

expression of the retinoblastoma (Rb) and p16 (CDKN2,

INK4A, MTS1) tumor suppressor genes as well as of the

proto-oncogene cyclin D-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) in low-

grade superficial and high-grade muscle invasive transitional

cell carcinomas (TCC) of the urinary bladder using real-time

quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction

(RT-PCR). The Rb-gene – located on chromosome 13q14 –

encodes a protein that is involved in the control of the cell

cycle by inhibiting progression of proliferating cells through the

presynthetic G1-phase to the DNA synthesis phase. The

growth suppressive function of the Rb protein is inactivated by

phosphorylation, which is catalysed by the cyclin D-dependent

kinase 4 releasing transcription factors E2F (4-6). The protein

product of the p16 gene – mapped to chromosome 9p21 –

binds to the CDK complexes and blocks phosphorylation of

the Rb gene, thus negatively regulating the cell cycle. Both the
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Rb and p16 tumor suppressor genes have been documented to

frequently show heterozygous and homozygous deletions,

proposed to be responsible for functional loss of these genes

(7-15). Only a few studies are available dealing with the

expression of p16 mRNA (16, 17) and of CDK4 (18) in TCC

based on semiquantitative RT-PCR, whereas the mRNA

expression of the Rb gene has not yet been studied. Since little

is known about a possible relationship between hazardous

exogenous exposures and genomic instabilities in bladder

cancer, it was a further objective of this combined molecular-

genetic and epidemiological study to explore whether known

or suspected lifestyle and occupational bladder cancer risk

factors are associated with an altered – possibly exposure-

specific – pattern of the mRNA expression of the two tumor

suppressor genes and of CDK4. 

Materials and Methods

Patients and sample collection. Transitional cell carcinomas of the

urinary bladder were obtained from 71 patients who had

undergone transurethral resection or, rarely, radical cystectomy.

Non-neoplastic, normal-appearing bladder mucosa was obtained

from cystectomy specimens of six tumor patients. Immediately after

surgical removal, the tissue samples were covered with "RNAlater"

(Ambion, Austin, USA) and subsequently snap-frozen at -70ÆC.

For accurate histopathological diagnosis, additional tumor

specimens were formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded; sections of

4Ìm thickness were prepared and routinely stained with

hematoxylin and eosin. The TCC were graded using the

classification of the World Health Organisation (19) and staged

according to the guidelines of the International Union Against

Cancer (20). The study was performed according to the instructions

of the local Ethics Committee with the informed patient’s consent.

Epidemiological inquiry. In an attempt to identify patterns of

altered gene expression potentially associated with known or

suspected lifestyle and occupational risk factors of bladder cancer,

the patients were interviewed at the hospital according to a

standardized questionnaire that was previously used in

epidemiological case-control studies (21-23). Respondents were

asked about their smoking habits including the average number of

cigarettes/cigars or pipes smoked per day, duration of consumption

and the time they eventually stopped smoking. One cigar was

defined to equal 7 and one pipe 3 cigarettes. Current smokers were

those who regulary had consumed at least 1 cigarette daily for at

least 1 year before diagnosis of their bladder cancer. Current

smokers were stratified into 4 categories: those smoking between

1 and 20 or more than 20 cigarettes per day, and those smoking for

a duration of between 1 and 30 or longer than 30 years.

Multiplication of the number of cigarettes consumed per day and

the duration of smoking in years yielded the so-called smoking

index. Ex-smokers had terminated smoking for at least 10 years

prior to cancer diagnosis. Subjects who had never consumed

tobacco were classified as non-smokers. Patients were also asked

to account for their lifetime occupational history. Detailed

information was obtained on every employment held for at least 1

year; in addition, data were collected about occupational exposure

to hazardous chemicals, dusts or fumes lasting for 1 year or longer.

Study participants subjected to several exposures are represented

in more than one occupation category (see corresponding figures).

The interview included, finally, questions on drinking of coffee,

referring to the number of cups consumed per day.

Immunohistochemistry. Sections of 4Ìm thickness were prepared

from the formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded samples,

deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated in graded ethanol solutions

and washed with distilled water. For immunohistochemical

demonstration of the retinoblastoma gene protein status, sections

were subjected to microwaves (750 W) 3 times for 5 minutes each

in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and thereafter cooled down to room

temperature. Following washing in distilled water and TBS (pH7.4;

0.05M), the primary antibody (mouse monoclonal, clone 1FG,

IgG1; Novocastra Laboratories, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) was

applied diluted 1:100 in TBS for 45 minutes at room temperature

in a wet chamber. After thorough washing with TBS, the sections

were incubated with the secondary antibody (streptavidin-biotin

alkaline phosphatase Dako Chem Mateì Detectionkit code-

No.5005; Dako Diagnostika, Hamburg, Germany) for 30 minutes

in a wet chamber at room temperature. Following rinsing in TBS,

the sections were treated with alkaline phosphatase conjugated

streptavidin. The color reaction was developed with fast red as

chromogen for 30 minutes and Mayer’s hemalaun as counterstain.

For negative control staining the primary antibody was omitted. 

For detection of p16 gene protein product, sections of the same

specimens used for staining the RB gene protein were pretreated 3

times with microwaves (700 W) for 5 minutes each in citrate buffer

(pH 6). The sections were then cooled down for 20 minutes, washed in

distilled water and placed in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes at

room temperature. Following washing in distilled water and TBS (pH

7.4; 0.05 M), the sections were covered with bovine serum albumin

(10% in bi-distilled water) for 15 minutes at room temperature. The

primary antibody (mouse monoclonal p16 tumor suppressor

oncoprotein F-12: sc 1661, IgG2a, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc,

Heidelberg, Germany) was applied at a dilution 1:50 in TBS at 4ÆC

overnight. After rinsing with TBS, the sections were subjected to the

Dako EnVision-ì System containing the secondary antibody (Chem

Mateì EnVisionì HRP, anti-mouse rabbit; code-No. K 5007; Dako

Diagnostika) for 30 minutes. Following washing with TBS, the slides

were processed for staining using 3,3’-diaminobenzedene-

tetrahydrochloride (DAB; Dako Diagnostika) as chromogen to

visualize the sites of immunoprecipitation. The sections were finally

washed in warm distilled water and counterstained with Mayer’s

hemalaun. Negative control staining was obtained by omission of the

primary antibody.

Nuclear reactivity of p16 and Rb protein was semiquantitatively

stratified into three categories: less than 10%, between 10% and

50%, and more than 50% of moderately or strongly positive cells.

Real-time quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction

RNA preparation. The snap-frozen surgical specimens were

pulverized using a microdismembrator (B.Braun Biotech

International, Melsungen, Germany). Smears were prepared from

the pulverized material, stained with May-Grünwald-Giemsa and

checked by light microscopy for sufficient tumor material (at least

70% tumor cells). Total RNA was extracted with Tri Reagent

(Sigma-Alderich Chemie, Taufkirchen, Germany) according to the

recommendations of the manufacturer. The extracted RNA was

purified using the Qiagen RNeasy Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
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Integrity of the RNA was assessed by separating on a 1.5% agarose

gel and staining with ethidium bromide (5 Ìl/40 ml agarose). The

RNA was stored at -70ÆC until use.

cDNA synthesis. The 20 Ìl reaction mixture for reverse

transcription contained 1 Ìg RNA, 200 units Superscript II RNase

H-reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen Corp. Karlsruhe, Germany), 4

Ìl 5 x first-strand buffer [250 mMTris-HCl (pH 8.3), 375 mM KCl,

15 mM MgCl2], 2 Ìl DTT solution (0.1 M), dNTP’s in a

concentration of 500 Ìm each (Roche Molecular Biochemicals,

Mannheim, Germany), 3 Ìg random primers (Invitrogen) and 40

units RNaseOUT recombinant Ribonuclease inhibitor. The

reaction mixture was incubated at 42ÆC for 50 minutes and

subsequently inactivated by heating at 70ÆC for 15 minutes.

Standard curves. Standard curves were constructed from serial

dilutions of gene-specific PCR-fragments. These fragments had

been amplified from human cDNA by PCR in a thermocycler

(Biometra, Göttingen, Germany) and were purified from agarose

gel using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). The  PCR

reactions were performed in 50 Ìl volumes containing 2 Ìl cDNA,

2.5 units Taq DNA polymerase (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,

Freiburg, Germany), 5 Ìl 5 x reaction buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl

(pH 9.0), 500 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2], dNTP’s (Roche Molecular
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Figure 1. Real-time RT-PCR standard curves of ß-actin, Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA at serial dilutions (100, 10, 1, 0.1, and 0.01 attomol gene-specific
PCR fragments) demonstrating high amplification efficiency.



Biochemicals) in a concentration of 200 Ìm each, and 5 pmol sense

and 5 pmol antisense primer. A standard curve was established

from four PCR reactions containing 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 attomol

gene-specific PCR product, respectively, which showed a high

amplification efficiency ranging from 82 to 87% (Figure 1).

Primers. RT-PCR was performed using the following primers: ‚-

actin, sense 5’-CAT CAC CAT TGG CAA TGA GC-3’, antisense

5’-TCG TCA TAC TCC TGC TTG C-3’ (product size 351 bp); Rb,

sense 5’-GTG TTC CAT GTA TGG CAT ATG-3’, antisense 5’-

GGT ATT GGT GAC AAG GTA GG-3’ (product size 233bp);

p16, sense 5’-AAC GCA CCG AAT AGT TAC GG-3’, antisense

5’- CAC CAG CGT GTC CAG GAA G-3’ (product size 170bp);

CDK4, sense 5’-ATG TTG TCC GGC TGA TGG A-3’, antisense

5’-CDK4 CAC CAG GGT TAC CTT GAT CTC-3’ (product size

60bp). The primers and the amplification conditions for CDK4 were

those applied by Korz and coworkers (24). The CDK4 fragments

were too short in order to purify them from an agarose gel using

the QIAquick gel extraction kit. To obtain purified CDK4

fragments which could serve as templates in the PCR reactions

generating the standard curves, elongated primers (sense 5’-GGA

TCC TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GGA GGA TGT TGT

CCG GCT GAT GGA-3’, antisense 5’ –ATT AAC CCT CAC TAA

AGG GAC ACC AGG GTT ACC TTG ATC TC-3’) were used

yielding an CDK4-fragment of 109bp. Each primer pair produced a

PCR fragment spanning at least one exon boundary. All primers

were obtained from MWG-Biotechnology (Ebersberg, Germany).

PCR amplification. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR reactions were

performed in a volume of 20 Ìl using an i-Cycler (Bio-RAD

Laboratories, München, Germany). Each reaction mixture contained

50 ng cDNA, 1 unit HotStarTaq DNA polymerase (Qiagen), 2 Ìl 10

x reaction buffer [Tris-HCl (pH 8.7), KCl, NH42S04, 15 mM MgCl2],

dNTP’s (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) in a concentration of 200

Ìm each, 5 pmol sense - and 5 pmol antisense primer, SYBR green

I (Molecular Probes Incorporation, Eugene, USA) in a final dilution

1:40.000, and fluorescein calibration dye (Bio-RAD Laboratories)

diluted 1:10.000. The thermal cycling conditions for the i-Cycler

consisted of an initial 15 minutes denaturation step at 95ÆC to

activate the HotStarTaq-DNA polymerase. The amplification

conditions for the various genes were as follows. ‚-actin:

denaturation at 94ÆC for 45s, annealing at 60ÆC for 45s, extension

at 72ÆC for 45s; Rb: denaturation at 94ÆC for 45s, annealing at 58ÆC

for 45s, extension at 72ÆC for 30s; p16: denaturation at 94ÆC for 45s,

annealing at 56ÆC for 45s, extension at 72ÆC for 30s; CDK4:

denaturation at 95ÆC for 15s, annealing at 60ÆC for 60s. Examples of

the amplified PCR products are demonstrated in Figure 2.

Expression of the mRNA was determined simultaneously for all

tumor samples and the normal probes in two separate runs. The

mean expression value of the threshold cycles from the two runs

was standardized to an external gene-specific standard curve. The

calculated values were divided through the expression value of a

housekeeping ‚-actin and finally depicted as ‚-actin/mRNA ratio. 

Microsatellite analysis at p16 locus for detection of LOH. Loss of

heterozygosity on 9p21 was examined using the two microsatellite

markers D9S171 and D9S162, flanking the CDKN2/INK4A region.

The sequences of the primers were recruited from the NCBI-

Databank (D9S171 sense: 5-AGC TAA GTG AAC CTC ATC TCT

GTC T-3, antisense 5-ACC CTA GCA CTG ATG GTA TAG

TCT-3, 158-177bp; D9S162 sense: 5-GCA ATG ACC AGT TAA

GGT TC-3, antisense 5-AAT TCC CAC AAC AAA TCT CC-3,

172-196bp). The primers were purchased from MWG-Biotech. Both

sense primers were labelled with the fluorescence dye HEX. DNA

from peripheral nuclear blood cells served as control. The

sequences of the markers from normal and tumor DNA were

amplified by PCR using the AccuPrime TaqDNA Polymerase

System (Invitrogen Corporation); the marker-specific primers were

added in a final concentration of 1 pmol/ Ìl. The PCR started with

an initial denaturation step at 92ÆC for 5 minutes, followed by 30

cycles (D9S171: 92ÆC for 30s, 60ÆC for 60s, 72ÆC for 60s; D9S162:

92ÆC for 30s, 57ÆC for 60Æs, 72ÆC for 60s). The PCR products were

separated and analyzed with the ABI PRISM 310 GeneScan System

(PE Biosystems, Forster City, USA). LOH were scored, if the signal

intensitiy from 1 allele was reduced in the tumor DNA by at least

50% compared to the DNA of the peripheral blood cells.

Statistical analysis. For statistical analysis, the non-parametric two-

sided Wilcoxon rank sum test for paired group comparisons was

applied. The data are presented as box plots demonstrating the

median value, 25th and 75th percentiles and the minimum and

maximum values. A p-value of at least 0.05 was considered to be

statistically significant.

Results

Histopathological findings. Among the 71 urothelial

carcinomas of the urinary baldder studied, there were 52

transitional cell carcinomas (TCC) with a papillary pattern of

growth of various grades and stages (26 grade 1, 22 grade 2

and 4 grade 3; 42 pTa, 4 pT1, 5 pT2 and 1 pT3) and 19

nonpapillary (solid) carcinomas (5 grade 2 and 14 grade 3; 17

pT2 and 2 pT3). Ten of the papillary and 3 of the
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Figure 2. Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products showing specifity
of real-time RT-PCR for the angiogenic mediators analyzed.
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Figure 3. Expression of Rb mRNA
in normally appearing non-
neoplastic urothelium and in TCC
presented in box plots (boxes
encompass the 25th to 75th
percentiles, the bars encompass the
5th to 95th percentiles; thick lines
within the boxes represent the
median values; open circles
document cases with maximum
expression) showing decreasing
levels with increasing grades and
stages. Note drop of expression
within the subset of grade 2 TCC
when infiltrating the muscle layer
(G2, pT2/3) compared to those
with a superficial pattern of growth
(G2, pTa/1).

Figure 4. Expression of p16 mRNA
in normal urothelium (presented in
box plots, for details compare Figure
3) and in TCC of various grades
and stages demonstrating lower
levels in muscle invasive (pT2/3)
than in superficial (pTa/1) as well
as in high-grade, high-stage (G3,
pT2/3) versus low-grade, low-stage
(G1/2, pTa/1) carcinomas. Note
two-fold decreased expression in
muscle invasive (G2, pT2/3)
compared to superficial (G2,
pTa/1) grade 2 TCC.
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Figure 6. TCC documenting p16 protein immunohistochemistry. Nonpapillary (solid) muscle invasive TCC with approximately 90 % of cells with strong
intranuclear immunoprecipitation (A and B). Papillary superficial TCC consisting of approximately 50 % of positive cells (C and D).

Figure 5. TCC showing RB protein immunohistochemistry. Nonpapillary (solid) muscle invasive TCC with strong positive nuclear staining of most of the
tumor cells (A and B). Papillary superficial TCC demonstrating nearly all cells to be positive (C). Papillary superficial TCC with only approximately 15
% of tumor cells exhibiting nuclear accumulation (D).
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Table I. Immunohistochemical expression of the Rb protein in TCC of
the urinary bladder related to grades and stages.

Number of TCC with positive cells (%)

Variables Total No. <10% 10 - 50% >50%

of cases

Grades

G1 26 1 (4) 7 (27) 18 (69)

G2 26 5 (19) 9 (35) 12 (46)

G3 18 4 (22) 7 (39) 7 (39)

Stages

pTa / pT1 45 4 (9) 14 (31) 27 (60)

pT2 / pT3 25 6 (24) 9 (36) 10 (40)

Grades and stages

combined

G1 / G2 43 3 (7) 14 (33) 26 (60)

pTa / pT1

G2 16 2 (12) 6 (38) 8 (50)

pTa / pT1

G2 10 3 (30) 3 (30) 4 (40)

pT2 / pT3

G3 15 3 (20) 6 (40) 6 (40)

pT2 / pT3

Table II. Immunohistochemical expression of the p16 protein in TCC of
the urinary bladder related to grades and stages.

Number of TCC with positive cells (%)

Variables Total No. <10% 10 - 50% >50%

of cases

Grades

G1 25 2 (8) 3 (12) 20 (80)

G2 27 4 (15) 9 (33) 14 (52)

G3 18 3 (17) 4 (22) 11 (61)

Stages

pTa / pT1 45 5 (11) 10 (22) 30 (67)

pT2 / pT3 25 4 (16) 5 (20) 16 (64)

Grades and stages

combined

G1 / G2

pTa / pT1 42 4 (10) 9 (21) 29 (69)

G2

pTa / pT1 17 2 (12) 7 (41) 8 (47)

G2

pT2 / pT3 10 2 (20) 2 (20) 6 (60)

G3

pT2 / pT3 15 2 (13) 3 (20) 10 (67)

nonpapillary cancers represented recurrent tumors. The age

of the patients ranged from 35 to 92 years (mean age 73

years). Fifty-four patients were men and 17 women. 

Expression of Rb mRNA. Expression of Rb mRNA was slightly

higher in TCC including all grades and stages (median 0.066;

N=69) than in the normal-appearing, non-neoplastic mucosa

of the bladder (median 0.045; N=6). Referring to the various

grades of cellular malignancy (Figure 3), grade 3 carcinomas

showed the lowest (median 0.048) and grade 1 cancers the

highest expression (median 0.073), but the difference lacked

statistical significance (p=0.31). High-stage muscle invasive

(pT2 and pT3) TCC revealed a significantly (p=0.03)

decreased expression (median 0.047) compared to low-stage

superficial (pTa and pT1) tumors (median 0.077; Figure 3).

High-grade and high-stage TCC combined (grade 3, pT2 and

pT3) expressed the Rb mRNA at a lower level (median 0.043)

relative to low-grade, low-stage carcinomas (grades 1 and 2,

pTa and pT1; median 0.077; p=0.14). Within the group of

TCC grade 2, those infiltrating the muscle layer showed a

lower expression (median 0.051) than those with a superficial

pattern of growth (median 0.080), but the difference was not

statistically significant (p=0.15). Recurrent tumors did not

substantially differ in their expression (median 0.076; N=12)

from primary TCC (median 0.064; N=56).

Immunohistochemical expression of the Rb protein.
Immunohistochemically, 37 out of 70 transitional cell

carcinomas including all grades and stages (53%)  exhibited

more than 50% of tumor cells with nuclear accumulation of

the Rb protein, 11 (16%) revealed less than 10% and 22

(31%) between 10% and 50% positive cells (Figure 5A-5D).

The protein expression was closely related to the grades and

stages of the TCC (Table I). Only 39% of grade 3 carcinomas

showed more than 50% positive cells, while 69% of grade 1

cancers. More than 50% positively-stained cells were observed

in 40% of high-stage muscle invasive (pT2 and pT3) TCC, and

in 60% of the low-stage superficial (pTa and pT1) carcinomas.

Staining of more than 50% of the cells was exhibited in 40%

of high-grade (grade 3), high-stage TCC  and in 60% of low-

grade (grade 1 and 2), low-stage tumors. The protein

expression correlated with the expression of the mRNA. TCC

with intranuclear staining of more than 50% of the tumor cells

showed the highest (median 0.077), those with less than 10%
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Table III. Expression levels of Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA in transitional cell carcinomas of the urinary bladder referred to lifestyle risk factors and
various occupational exposures. Number of cases in parentheses.

Variables Rb p16 CDK4

Median values (‚-actin mRNA ratio)

Non-smokers 0.073 (21) 0.0011 (21) 0.303 (21)

Ex-smokers 0.052 (18) 0.0008 (18) 0.334 (19)

Ever-smokers 0.071 (29) 0.0013 (30) 0.329 (30)

Smoking index

<700 0.062 (15) 0.0021 (16) 0.278 (16)

>700 0.080 (14) 0.0002 (14) 0.371 (14)

Coffee consumption

<5 cups daily 0.071 (56) 0.0011 (56) 0.343 (57)

>5 cups daily 0.050 (12) 0.0014 (13) 0.204 (13)

Occupational exposure

No exposure (non-smokers) 0.072 (18) 0.0012 (18) 0.302 (18)

Stone dust 0.048 (9) 0.0062 (10) 0.598 (10)

Plastics 0.081 (3) 0.0065 (4) 0.462 (4)

Wood dust, wood preservers 0.093 (8) 0.0024 (8) 0.403 (8)

Polycyclic hydrocarbons * 0.082 (8) 0.0002 (8) 0.382 (8)

Chemical solvents, adhesives 0.058 (6) 0.0050 (7) 0.213 (7)

Paints and lacquer 0.099 (7) 0.0007 (8) 0.328 (8)

* Petroleum, oil, gasoline, benzene, toluene, asphalt, gas

Figure 7. Expression of CDK4 mRNA in normal urothelium and in TCC presented in box plots (for details compare Figure 3) revealing reduced levels in muscle
invasive (pT2/3) versus superficial (pTa/1) and in high-grade, high-stage (G3, pT2/3) compared to low-grade,low-stage (G1/2, pTa/1) TCC. Note a two-fold
reduced expression of TCC grade 2 when invading the muscle wall (G2, pT2/3) in comparison with superficially growing grade 2 tumors (G2, pTa/1). 



positive cells the lowest (median 0.028) expression of Rb

mRNA, the difference of the expression levels being

statistically significant (p<0.001). Carcinomas with between

10% to 50% positive cells expressed the mRNA marginally

significantly (p=0.06) twice as high (median 0.064) as those

containing less than 10% cells with a positive

immunoreactivity. 

Expression of p16 mRNA. Expression of mRNA of the p16

gene was five-fold higher in TCC of all grades and stages

(median 0.0011; N=70) than in the non-neoplastic bladder

mucosa (median 0.0002; N=6). The expression levels of the

carcinomas varied considerably, most probably reflecting the

cellular and molecular-pathologic heterogeneity of the tumors

independently of their grades and stages (Figure 4). High-

grade (grade 3) TCC produced the mRNA at a three-fold

higher level (median 0.0030) compared to grade 1 (median

0.0010; p=0.39) and grade 2 (median 0.0012) carcinomas.

High-stage muscle invasive (pT2 and pT3) TCC showed an

approximately five-fold lower expression (median 0.0002) than

low-stage superficial (pTa and pT1) tumors (median 0.0012),

but the difference lacked statistical significance (p=0.97).

High-grade, high-stage TCC expressed the p16 mRNA at a

five-fold lower level (median 0.0002) compared to low-grade,

low-stage cancers (median 0.0011; p=0.79). In the group of

grade 2 TCC, the muscle invasive carcinomas disclosed a two-

fold lower (median 0.0006) activity of the p16 gene than those

with a superficial pattern of growth (median 0.0014; p=0.98).

Recurrent tumors revealed a two-fold decreased expression

level (median 0.0007; N=13) compared to primary carcinomas

(median 0.0012; N=57; p=0.26).

Immunohistochemical expression of p16 protein. The data

showing the immunoreactivity of the TCC for p16 protein are

summarized in Table II. The incidence of grade 3 carcinomas

revealing more than 50% tumor cells with a strong intranuclear

positivity (Figure 6A-6D) was lower (61%) compared to grade

1 carcinomas (80%). Conversely, the frequency of TCC grade 3

with less than 10% positive cells proved to be higher (17%)

than that of grade 1 cancers (8%). The protein expression was

not observed to be linked with the tumor stages. There was also

no correlation between the protein and the mRNA expression

of the p16 gene, but there existed an inverse association

between the expression of the Rb protein and the expression of

the p16 mRNA: TCC disclosing less than 10% of Rb-positive

cells showed a significantly higher expression of p16 mRNA

(median 0.0132) than cancers with 10-15% (median 0.0015) and

more than 50% (median 0.0002) positive cells (p=0.01 and

0.0005, respectively).

Microsatellite analysis at p16 locus. Analysing the

microsatellite marker D9S171, 32 of the 66 TCC examined

proved to be informative, while the remaining 34 were non-

informative. Fourteen (44%) of the informative cases had

LOH, 16 (50%) showed retention of heterozygosity and 2 a

microsatellite instability. LOH at the D9S162 displayed 14

out of 30 (48%) informative cases among 67 TCC studied; 1

carcinoma revealed a microsatellite instability. Four tumors

exhibited allelic loss at both microsatelitte markers. TCC with

LOH at D9S171 expressed the p16 mRNA at a considerably

lower – though not significantly (p=0.10) – level (median

0.0001; N=14), compared to tumors lacking allelic loss

(median 0.0021; N=16). Accordingly, TCC revealing LOH at

D9S162 showed an insignificantly (p=0.48) lower expression

of p 16 mRNA (median 0.0001; N=14) than carcinomas

without LOH (median 0.001; N=15). LOH was not observed

to be related to the tumor grades (data not shown). High-

stage muscle invasive TCC disclosed a higher incidence of

LOH at marker D9S162 (7 out of 11 informative cases; 64%)

compared to low-stage superficial carcinomas (7 out of 19

informative cases; 37%), whereas LOH at D9S171 was not

identified to be linked to the tumor stages (data not shown).

Expression of cyclin D-dependent kinase 4 mRNA. CDK4

mRNA was expressed at a three-fold higher level in TCC of

all grades and stages (median 0.339; N=71) than in the non-

neoplastic bladder mucosa (median 0.108; N=6).

Expression levels did not substantially differ in the TCC of

the various grades, the median values ranging between 0.296

and 0.302 (Figure 7). High-stage muscle invasive (pT2 and

pT3) carcinomas showed a decreased expression (median

0.238) compared to low-stage superficial (pTa and pT1)

tumors (median 0.340), but statistical significance was

lacking (p=0.31; Figure 7). High-grade (grade 3), high-stage

TCC exhibited an insignificantly (p=0.64) lower expression

(median 0.238) than low-grade (grades 1 and 2), low-stage

carcinomas (median 0.337). TCC grade 2 with a superficial

pattern of growth expressed the CDK4 mRNA twice as high

(median 0.503) as carcinomas which had infiltrated the

muscle layer (median 0.253; p=0.16). No difference existed

between the expression levels of primary (median 0.336;

N=57) and recurrent tumors (median 0.320; N=13).

Expression of Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA referred to lifestyle risk
factors and occupational exposure. Analysing the effects of

lifestyle bladder cancer risk factors (Table III), carcinomas of

habitual smokers including all categories of consumption and

referred to the smoking index expressed the Rb, p16 and CDK4

mRNA at levels largely similar to those of non-smokers and ex-

smokers, except for a ten-fold higher expression of p16 mRNA

in carcinomas of subjects with a smoking index lower than 700

compared to an index greater than 700 (p=0.21). Stratifying for

the various consumption categories, we were unable to observe

a dose- or time-relationship between smoking and expression

of Rb and CDK4 mRNA (data not shown). However, smoking

of between 1-20 cigarettes daily was associated with a nine-fold
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elevated expression level of p16 mRNA compared to smoking

of more than 20 cigarettes (p=0.81). Heavy coffee consumption

(5 cups per day or more) was linked with a nearly significantly

(p=0.06) decreased expression of CDK4 mRNA relative to

drinkers of less than 5 cups.

Analysing the significance of occupational exposures (Table

III), increased expression levels of Rb mRNA were observed in

TCC of patients in contact with paints and lacquer (p=0.24),

and wood dust and wood preservers (p=0.12) referred to non-

exposed and non-smoking individuals, while decreased levels

were determined in cancers of subjects exposed to stone dust

(p=0.78). The expression of p16 mRNA was significantly

elevated in TCC of patients who had worked in the plastic

manufacturing industry (p=0.003) or in contact with stone dust

(p=0.031), but insignificantly increased in tumors of individuals

exposed to chemical solvents and adhesives (p=0.27) as well

as to wood dust and wood preservers; the expression was lower

following exposure to polycyclic hydrocarbons or paints and

lacquer. The expression of CDK4 mRNA proved to be two-

fold higher in TCC of individuals in contact with stone dust

(p=0.12) and slightly higher in carcinomas of workers in the

plastic industry (p=0.84) compared to the expression in tumors

of non-exposed subjects. Other exposures analysed could not

be identified to alter the expression profiles (data not shown).

Discussion

Most transitional cell carcinomas of the urinary bladder

(between 70% and 80%) show, at presentation, a superficial

papillary pattern of growth and either maintain a low

malignant biological potential or progress to invade the

muscle wall and to metastatic disease, implying a poorer

clinical outcome. A major problem in applying optimal

therapeutic strategies consists in the fact that, from a

histopathological point of view, it is impossible to accurately

predict the prospective clinical behaviour in the individual

case. Therefore, many attempts using various methodological

approaches have been made to elucidate and understand the

molecular-genetic pathways underlying progression of

bladder cancer from initially low-grade to finally high-grade

malignancy (for review of the literature see 1, 2, 25-27).

The objective of the current combined histopathological,

immunohistochemical, molecular-genetic and epidemiological

study was to analyse the mRNA expression of the Rb and p16

genes and of the cyclin D-dependent kinase 4 during early and

late phases of urothelial carcinogenesis to possibly identify

alterations in the expression patterns indicating tumor

progression. Involvement of the cell cycle controlling tumor

suppressor genes Rb and p16 in the pathogenesis of

transitional cell carcinomas of the urinary bladder is supported

mainly by studies at the DNA level, revealing homozygous and

heterozygous deletions as a possibly underlying mechanism of

inactivation of the suppressor function. Thus, loss of

heterozygosity of the Rb gene was reported to occur in

between 21% and 33% of cases (12, 14, 15), while point

mutations were rarely observed (15). Similarly, LOH at the

CDKN2 locus was detected in between 33% and 48% (8, 11,

13, 28) and homozygous deletions in between 7% and 33% (7,

9-11, 13) of TCC, whereas point mutations were not (7, 8, 16)

or rarely (9, 11, 29-31) identified.

Using real-time quantitative RT-PCR, we were able to

document lower expression levels of Rb mRNA in high-grade

(grade 3) as well as in high-stage (pT2 and pT3) compared to

low-grade (grades 1 and 2) and low-stage (pTa and pT1) TCC,

the difference being statistically significant between superficial

and muscle invasive carcinomas. Initial up-regulation of the Rb

mRNA expression in superficial low-grade and subsequent

down-regulation in advanced muscle invasive high-grade

carcinomas to a level largely similar to that of the normal

appearing, non-neoplastic urothelium provides evidence for a

deregulation of the Rb pathway during late phases of urothelial

carcinogenesis, indicating progression of bladder cancer to a

more malignant and aggressive behavior. The drop in the

expression level within the cohort of TCC grade 2 when

invading the muscle layer might represent a key event

responsible for a switch from a low to a high malignancy in this

subset of tumors. The protein expression of the Rb gene

determined by immunohistochemistry was found to be closely

associated with the expression of the mRNA, high-grade, high-

stage TCC disclosing more frequently less than 50% of positive

cells compared to low-grade, low-stage carcinomas. The

findings of other authors are hard to compare with each other

and the current study, mainly because of differing definitions of

positivity. Some authors categorised tumors without any

positive nuclear staining (32-35) or those with less than 50% of

positive cells (36, 37) as having an abnormal expression, others

regarded both loss or overexpression (more than 50% positive

cells) as abnormal (38-40). Thus, an altered pRb expression was

reported in a wide range of TCC (29% - 74%), regardless of

the tumor grades and stages (33, 34, 36, 37, 40). Only a few

immunohistochemical studies dealt with the expression of pRb

in relation to the tumor grades and stages. While some authors

reported alteration of pRb expression to occur more frequently

in muscle invasive than in superficial TCC (32, 37), others were

unable to detect such an association (34, 40). In contrast to our

data, no relationship was found to exist between the protein

expression and the tumor grades in other studies (34, 37, 40).

Paralleling the expression pattern of the Rb-gene, the

mRNA expression of p16 was found to be down-regulated in

high-grade, high-stage TCC compared to low-grade, low-stage

carcinomas. The reduction of both the p16 and Rb mRNA

expression in advanced cancers following initial up-regulation

does not fit into the widely accepted concept of an inverse

correlation between the activity of the two tumor suppressor

genes. The reduced expression of p16 mRNA in conjunction

with the decreased mRNA expression of Rb in advanced
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muscle invasive compared to superficial TCC grade 2 support

the hypothesis that the shift in the expression pattern occurring

within the group of grade 2 TCC may reflect an important step

toward development of a more malignant potential of bladder

cancer. Asamoto and coworkers (16) observed a decreased p16

mRNA expression in 39% of TCC using semiquantitative RT-

PCR with "no histological differences" between cases with

normal and reduced expression. By contrast, Le Frère-Belda

and coworkers (17) reported increasing expression levels of p16

mRNA with increasing grades and stages of the TCC. The

protein expression of the p16 gene was slightly correlated in the

current study with the tumor grades – grade 3 TCC exhibiting

less frequently more than 50% positive cells than grade 1

cancers – but failed to be linked with the tumor stages and the

expression of the mRNA as well. In another study, neither

tumor grades nor stages were found to be related to the

expression of the p16 protein (28), while Korkolopoulou and

coworkers (37) found a decreased p16 protein expression in

29% of TCC in association with advanced stages, but not with

the histological grades. Primdahl and coworkers (41) recently

reported a significantly lower level of p16 protein in primarily

muscle invasive TCC compared to those having developed

secondarily from precursors with a superficial pattern of growth.

These immunohistochemical findings are in line with the

current results of a reduced production of p16 mRNA in

advanced TCC. While we could not observe an

interrelationship between the immunohistochemical expression

of p16 and pRb, others demonstrated an overexpression of pRb

in association with a loss of p16 and vice versa (42), supporting

an inverse correlation between the activity of the two tumor

suppressor genes. In favor of a negative regulation are our

findings of a significantly diminished expression of p16 mRNA

in TCC which showed an increased immunoreactivity for pRb,

suggesting that pRb inhibits the function of the p16 gene.

Analysing the deletion status of the p16 gene using the

microsatellite markers D9S171 and D9S162, we were able to

detect loss of heterozygosity in nearly half of the informative

carcinomas. Other authors, using between 5 and 12

microsatellite markers, identified LOH at the CDKN2 locus

in 33% to 48% (8, 11, 13, 28) and homozygous deletions in

7% to 33% (7, 9-11, 13) of TCC. In the current study, LOH

at both microsatellite markers examined was found to be

linked with a considerably reduced expression of p16 mRNA,

compatible with an altered transcription caused by allelic loss.

LOH at D9S162 occurred with a considerably higher

incidence in high-stage muscle invasive than in low-stage

superficial TCC, while there was no such correlation of LOH

at D9S171. Heterozygosity was not observed to be related to

the tumor grades. In another study (7), low-grade cancers

showed a higher frequency of p16 deletions (44%) than high-

grade tumors (10%), but others were unable to correlate

LOH or homozygous deletions at 9p21 with the tumor grades

and stages (9, 13).

The only study analysing the mRNA expression of CDK4

in bladder cancers available at present using quantitative RT-

PCR did not identify any differences between normal mucosa

and tumors, or between low-stage and high-stage TCC (18).

Simon and coworkers (43) recently described amplification of

CDK4 in a very small number (2.3%) of 303 TCC, the

amplifications associated with increasing tumor stages and

grades. We were able to document a three-fold higher

expression of CDK4 mRNA in carcinomas in comparison with

non-neoplastic urothelium and a lower level in high-grade,

high-stage than in low-grade, low-stage TCC. In accordance

with the expression patterns of the Rb and p16 genes, the

most prominent difference was observed in the subset of TCC

grade 2 showing a two-fold lower expression when they had

developed a muscle invasive growth in comparison to those

with only a superficial pattern of growth. In line with this,

cyclin D1 mRNA was reported to be expressed at a higher

level in superficial versus invasive TCC (44). Accordingly, the

protein product as evaluated by immunohistochemistry proved

to be overexpressed exclusively in superficial low-stage and

low-grade cancers (45). Our finding of an increased expression

of CDK4 mRNA during early phases of urothelial

carcinogenesis and, in turn, of a decreased expression during

late stages similar to the expression patterns of the Rb and

p16 mRNA – although an inverse relationship could be

expected – suggests that other pathways independently of the

CDK4 complex may be involved in the regulation of the

tumor suppressor activity of the Rb and p16 genes during

bladder tumor development.

In a first attempt to explore the effect of lifestyle risk

factors of bladder cancer, tobacco smoke could not be

identified to substantially modulate the Rb/p16/CDK4

pathways. However, involvement of the p16 gene is

indicated by a ten-fold higher expression of the mRNA in

TCC of relatively light smokers with a smoking index lower

than 700 compared to smokers with an index higher than

700. So far, the effect of smoking on vesical tumor

development has been studied nearly exclusively with

respect to the p53 tumor suppressor gene, yielding

conflicting results. While some authors reported an

association between the spectrum of p53 mutations and

smoking habits (46-48), others failed to detect smoking-

specific mutations (49, 50). Zhang et al. (51) observed

LOH and microsatelite alterations of chromosome 9 in

82% of TCC of smokers, but only in 56% of never-smokers

with a dose-response trend. Heavy coffee consumption (at

least 5 cups or more per day) as a further known lifestyle

risk factor of bladder cancer (for review of the literature

see 23) was found to be associated with a borderline

significantly reduced mRNA expression of CDK4.

Among occupational exposures, TCC of patients in

contact with stone dust, plastics, paints and lacquer, chemical

solvents and adhesives, and wood and woodpreservers
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showed partly increased, partly decreased expression levels

of Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA compared to non-exposed

individuals, but in varying combinations which do not yet

allow a reliable interpretation. We do not believe that the

differences have arisen by pure chance, although a statistical

significance was obtained only for the elevated expression of

the p16 mRNA in cancers following exposure to stone dust

and plastics, both exposures previously demonstrated to be

associated with an increased relative risk for bladder cancer

in an epidemiological case-control study. Albeit the number

of cases in the various occupational categories are limited to

allow definite conclusions, our results suggest that hazardous

exogenous agents may play a role in modulating the

expression of tumor suppressor genes, encouraging further

combined molecular-genetic and epidemiological studies to

extend our findings. 

In conclusion, we were able to document a reduced

expression of Rb, p16 and CDK4 mRNA in advanced muscle

invasive compared to superficial TCC of the urinary bladder,

indicating down-regulation to be associated with tumor

progression. The drop of expression in TCC grade 2 when

invading the muscle layer is regarded as a crucial event in

promoting bladder carcinogenesis in this subset of

carcinomas. Tumors with LOH at the CDKN2/INK4A

region showed a considerably lower mRNA expression of the

p16 gene than those without heterozygous deletions.

Analysing the effect of bladder cancer risk factors, habitual

smoking was not identified as substantially altering the

Rb/p16/CDK4 pathways, except for an elevated expression

of the p16 mRNA in TCC of light compared to heavy

smokers. Heavy coffee consumption proved to be associated

with a decreased expression of the CDK4 mRNA. Certain

hazardous occupational exposures may play a role in

modulating the activity of the Rb and p16 tumor suppressor

genes. Our findings indicate that deregulation of the

Rb/p16/CDK4 pathway is implicated in urothelial

carcinogenesis and suggest reduced mRNA production to be

linked with progression of bladder cancer to a more

malignant aggressive behaviour.
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